Abstract. The research on network traffic classification has recently become very active. The research community, moved by increasing difficulties in the automated identification of network traffic, started to investigate classification approaches alternative to port-based and payload-based techniques. Despite the large quantity of works published in the past few years on this topic, very few implementations targeting alternative approaches have been made available to the community. Moreover, most approaches proposed in literature suffer of problems related to the ability of evaluating and comparing them. In this paper we present a novel community-oriented software for traffic classification called TIE, which aims at becoming a common tool for the fair evaluation and comparison of different techniques and at fostering the sharing of common implementations and data. Moreover, TIE supports the combination of more classification plugins in order to build multi-classifier systems, and its architecture is designed to allow online traffic classification.
Introduction
The problem of traffic classification (i.e. associating traffic flows to the applications that generated them) has attracted increasing research efforts in recent years. This happened because, lately, the traditional approach of relying on transport-level protocol ports has become largely unreliable [1] , pushing the search for alternative techniques. At first, research and industry focused on approaches based on payload inspection. However, such techniques present several drawbacks in realistic scenarios, e.g.: (i) their large computational cost makes difficult to use them on high-bandwidth links; (ii) requiring full access to packet payload poses concerns related to user privacy; (iii) they are typically unable to cope with traffic encryption and protocol obfuscation techniques. For these reasons, the research community started proposing classification approaches that consider other properties of traffic, typically adopting statistical and machinelearning approaches [2] [3] [4] . Despite the large quantity of works published in the past few years on traffic classification, aside from port-based classifiers ([5] ) and those based on payload inspection ([6] [7] [8]), there are few implementations made available to the community that target alternative approaches. NetAI [9] is a tool able to extract a set of features both from live traffic and traffic traces.
However it does not directly perform traffic classification, but relies on external tools to use the extracted features for such purpose. To the best of our knowledge the only available traffic classifier implementing a machine-learning technique presented in literature is Tstat 2.0 [10] (released at the end of October 2008). Besides supporting classification through payload inspection, Tstat 2.0 is able to identify Skype traffic by using the techniques described in [11] . However such techniques have been specifically designed for a single application and can not be extended to classify overall link traffic. The lack of available implementations of novel approaches is in contrast with two facts: (i) scientific papers seem to confirm that it is possible to classify traffic by using properties different from payload content; (ii) there are strong motivations for traffic classification in general, and important reasons to perform it without relying on packet content. It has been observed that the novel approaches proposed in literature suffer of problems related to the ability of evaluating and comparing them [12] . A first reason for this difficulty is indeed the lack of implementations allowing third parties to test the techniques proposed with different traffic traces and under different situations. However, there are also difficulties related to, e.g., differences in the objects to be classified (flows, TCP connections, etc.), or in the considered classes (specific applications, application categories, etc.), as well as regarding the metrics used to evaluate classification performance.
To overcome these limitations, in this work we introduce a novel software tool for traffic classification called Traffic Identification Engine (TIE). TIE has been designed as a community-oriented tool, inspired by the above observations, to provide researchers and practitioners a platform to easily develop (and make available) implementations of traffic classification techniques and to allow fair comparisons among them. In the following sections, when presenting TIE's components and functionalities, we detail some of the design choices focused on: multi-classification, comparison of approaches, and online traffic classification.
Operating Modes
Before describing the architecture and the functionalities we introduce the three operating modes of TIE. Their operation will be further detailed in the next sections.
-Offline Mode: information regarding the classification of a session is generated only when the session ends or at the end of TIE execution. This operating mode is typically used by researchers evaluating classification techniques, when there are no timing constraints regarding classification output and the user needs information related to the entire session lifetime. -Realtime Mode: information regarding the classification of a session is generated as soon as it is available. This operating mode implements online classification. The typical application is policy enforcement of classified traffic (QoS, Admission Control, Billing, Firewalling, etc.) . Strict timing and memory constraints are assumed.
